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The design and analysis of numerical methods for partial differential equations (PDEs) is a field of constant
growth. It seems that themorewe develop numerical analysis for PDEs, themorewe face questions and prob-
lems that require additional developments – maybe a consequence of an increased knowledge that gives the
tools to tackle questions previously inaccessible and of the growing place of scientific computing in Physics
and Engineering. The aspects currently taken into account when dealing with numerical schemes for PDEs
include: the need for geometrical flexibility, as the meshes available for certain applications may comprise
cellswith complicated shapes, possibly degenerate faces or bad aspect-ratios; the capacity to handle complex
models, with non-linearities, couplings, strong heterogeneities, weakly regular data or even singularities; the
respect of physical properties of the model, such as conservation of energy or mass, and proper asymptotic
behaviour. The above mentioned challenges are ubiquitous in practical problems arising from Engineering,
Life Sciences, and Industry.

Such challenges require both the design of new schemes, and the development of a rigorous mathe-
matical analysis of old and new schemes to ensure that they properly handle these questions with innovative
toolsmade available by themost advanced research inmathematics – benchmarking is essential to assess the
quality of a scheme, but it cannot cover all situations encountered in applications. The analysis of advanced
numerical methods and their application to problems arising in the field of Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence also identifies the key elements that make schemes robust and efficient, and clarifies relationships
between the various methods.

These themes, among others, were at the core of two main events of the program on Numerical Methods
for PDEs, organised at the Institute Henri Poincaré (Paris, France) at the end of 2016 by D. A. Di Pietro,
A. Ern and L. Formaggia. The first of these events was an introductory school on current topics in numerical
methods for PDEs: virtual element methods [5], hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin methods [9], the gradi-
ent discretisation method [11], defective interface conditions [13], mimetic spectral methods [16], low-rank
tensor methods [19], reduced basis method [15], adaptive and a posteriori finite element methods [10, 18].
The second event was a conference on “Advanced numerical methods: Recent developments, analysis, and
applications”. The whole IHP program included other major events and tackled many more issues around
numerical PDEs, we refer to the webpage http://imag.edu.umontpellier.fr/event/ihp-quarter-on-numerical-
methods-for-pdes/ for more details.
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We were the lucky organisers of this conference “Advanced numerical methods: Recent developments,
analysis, andapplications”,whichwas focusedon the aforementioned challenges of designing andanalysing
innovative numerical tools andmethods to tacklemodern issues in the field. This conference brought together
researchers to discuss and present recent developments in the field of advanced numerical methods for the
approximation of PDEs. It had eleven invited speakers, sixteen contributed talks and more than 90 partici-
pants.

The interest raised during this conference triggered the launch of this special issue, as a follow-up scien-
tific activity that presents snapshots of state-of-the-art advances in some of the fields mentioned above. Each
paper in this issue has been authored or co-authored by one of the plenary speakers. The result is an issue
that covers a range of modern topics in numerical methods for elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic PDEs.

The contributions can be broadly classified into four groups. The first comprises two articles that present
general analysis frameworks for parabolic and hyperbolic models, by Gallouët [14] and Abgrall [1], respec-
tively; the settings and results presented in these papers apply to and help create links between various num-
erical methods. In the second group, linear elliptic equations are considered with data or solutions that lack
full regularity; boundary conditions are weakly imposed using Nitsche’s technique and convergence results
are obtained, using semi-analytical techniques by Baumann and Wihler [4] or generalisations of Strang’s
lemmas with weak notions of traces and mollifying tools by Ern and Guermond [12]. The preservation of
physical or asymptotic properties is concerned by four contributions that make up the third group; Cancès,
Chainais-Hillairet and Krell in [7] design a non-linear scheme to preserve, on generic meshes, the expected
energy dissipation relation of a convection–diffusion model; Brenner, Çeşmelioǧlu, Cui and Sung in [6]
focus on the questions of eliminating spurious modes in a fluid-structure model; the issue of loss of accuracy
due to poor mass conservation in the approximation of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is covered
by Ahmed, Linke and Merdon in [2]; finally, the design of well-balanced and asymptotic preserving schemes
for hyperbolic systems, using local exact solutions, is the topic of the paper by Morel, Buet and Després [17].
The fourth group comprises two papers that deal with precise estimates with explicit constants that can be
used to guide specific implementation choices: number of iterations in a domain-decomposition algorithm
by Ali Hassan, Japhet, Kern and Vohralík [3], and mesh refinement algorithms (adaptivity) by Carstensen
and Hellwig [8].

This classification should not hide the fact that each of these articles actually tacklesmore than one num-
erical concept or issue related to PDEs. Given the variety of topics covered in these contributions, we believe
that many researchers interested in the numerical approximation of these equations will find something to
ponder in this issue.
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